
 

CHAPTER 4. LINEAR PROBLEMS 

 

4.1 STATIC PROBLEMS 

 

The solution U of a linear static problem for all possible displacements V satisfies the 

equalities: 

𝑎0(𝑈, 𝑉) = 𝑞(𝑉),     (4.1) 

where 𝑎0(𝑈, 𝑉), 𝑞(𝑉)  are the functionals of possible work of internal and external forces, 

linear in V, the functional 𝑎0(𝑈, 𝑉) is linear in U, symmetric and positive definite. 

In all software systems of the LIRA 10 family, the finite element method (FEM) is 

implemented in the form of displacements - the desired functions are displacements. This variant of 

FEM lends itself most easily to algorithmization and computer implementation. 

The main concept of FEM is the direct discretization of the calculated system, which is 

divided by the computational grid into finite elements. For the resulting discrete model, a system of 

piecewise continuous functions {𝜙𝑙(𝑥)}, is introduced, defined on a finite number of subdomains — 

stars of finite elements 

 (fig. 4.1), i.e. 𝜙𝑙(𝑥) = {
𝜙𝑙𝑗(𝑥)  𝑥 ∈ 𝛺𝑗

 0  𝑥 ∈̄ 𝛺𝑗
}. 

 

 
Рис. 4.1. Finite element stars 

 

The desired function of displacements over the area of the system u(x), x∈Ω is approximately 

taken as: 

𝑢ℎ(𝑥) = ∑ 𝑞𝑙𝜙𝑙(𝑥)𝐿
𝑙=1 ,      (4.2) 

where L is the total number of node unknowns, which in the general case is not equal to the 

number of nodes, since each node can have a different number of unknowns. The nodal unknowns 

𝑞𝑙 in FEM, as a rule, are given a physical meaning, these are the desired values of displacements 

and their derivatives at the nodes of the computational grid. 

 

When (4.2) is substituted into (4.1), the problem is reduced to determining the values of a 

finite number of unknowns 𝑞𝑙. FEM is described in more detail in section 18.9. 
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The basis functions {𝑓𝑙(𝑥)} must satisfy the FEM convergence conditions: 

• The functions {𝑓𝑙(𝑥)} belong to the energy space. This means that, in addition to satisfying 

the main boundary conditions, representation (4.2) ensures the existence over the entire domain Ω 

of those displacements and their derivatives that enter functional (4.1). Elements whose basis 

functions satisfy this condition are called consistent or conformal. In the non-conformal case, 

additional conditions are required. 

• The functions 𝑓𝑙 are linearly independent. This requirement is necessary for the solvability 

of the FEM system. 

• The system of basis functions {𝑓𝑙} must be complete in the energy space. This means that 

functions (4.2) with an unbounded mesh refinement approximate in the energy sense any possible 

displacements over the domain Ω with any predetermined degree of accuracy. 

Fulfillment of these requirements allows one to obtain an estimate of the error of 

displacements and stresses obtained on the basis of FEM [18.13]: 

‖𝑢 − 𝑢ℎ‖𝐿2
≤ 𝑐𝑢ℎ

𝑡
     (4.3) 

‖𝜎 − 𝜎ℎ‖𝐿2
≤ 𝑐𝜎ℎ

𝜏
     (4.4) 

where u, 𝑢ℎ σ, 𝜎ℎ are exact and approximate values of displacements and stresses; 

L2 is the continuum analog of the quadratic residual; 

𝑐𝑢, 𝑐𝜎 are constants; 

h is the maximum size of the finite element; 

t, τ are the order of FEM convergence in displacements and stresses. 

 

All finite elements included in the FEL are theoretically substantiated; for them, error 

estimates are obtained for displacements and for stresses t and τ. The possibility of specifying 

curved rods as rectilinear elements and arbitrary shells as triangular and rectangular (for cylindrical 

shells) flat shell elements is also theoretically substantiated. The error in stresses and displacements 

is estimated here by a value proportional to h. The FEL includes only those elements for which the 

convergence is mathematically proven, that is, t and τ are obtained. The values of these parameters 

allow not only to gain confidence in the results of solving a particular problem but also to assess the 

degree of approximation of the obtained solution to the exact one. 

The theoretical foundations of FEM are described in detail in [18.13]. 

 

Solving the system of canonical equations 

 

After the given design is presented in the form of a finite element scheme, the problem of 

determining the displacements of nodes is reduced to solving a system of linear algebraic equations 

of the form: 

АХ=В       (4.5) 

where А is a symmetric positive-definite 𝑁 × 𝑁- sized matrix 

В is the matrix of right parts (loadings) of size 𝑁 × 𝑛 (n — is the number of loadings); 

Х is the desired displacement matrix of size 𝑛 × 𝑁. 

 

To solve system (4.5), a triangular decomposition of matrix A is preliminarily performed by 

the Gaussian method. Since in most cases the matrix A is sparse, in order to reduce the required 

RAM, external memory, and computation time, the unknowns of the system (4.5) are preliminarily 
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ordered to minimize the number of calculations during decomposition. The following ordering 

methods are implemented: the minimum degree algorithm and the multilevel decomposition 

algorithm. The user is given the opportunity to select the ordering method. By default, ordering is 

performed by both methods with the choice of the best one. Specific recommendations for choosing 

an ordering method cannot be given, since the effectiveness of one or another algorithm depends 

significantly on the structure of a particular matrix A. Methods for reducing the influence of matrix 

ill-conditioning are discussed in [18.13]. If in the process of triangular decomposition of matrix A, 

it turns out that it is degenerate, then the automatic imposition of links is performed, which ensures 

geometric invariability. In this case, the user is provided with information about the number of 

nodes and the number of degrees of freedom, according to which the bonds were imposed. In this 

case, it is recommended to carefully analyze the design scheme and find out the origin of the 

geometric variability of the structure 

An additional service tool is the control of the solution of the system (4.5). If a message 

appears about a large value of the solution error, which, as a rule, is a consequence of the bad 

conditionality of the matrix A, you should carefully analyze the result and make sure that the 

solution obtained is acceptable from an engineering point of view. 

 

 

4.2 DYNAMIC PROBLEMS 

 

 

The problem of dynamic calculation is formulated, as in the static case, in the form of a 

variational equality: 

𝑏 (
𝜕2𝑢

𝜕 𝑡2
, 𝑣) + 𝑐 (

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑡
, 𝑣) + 𝑎(𝑢, 𝑣) = (𝑓(𝑡), 𝑣),   𝑡 > 0, 

𝑢(0) = 𝑢0, 𝜕𝑢 𝜕𝑡(0)⁄ = 𝑢1,      (4.6) 

where и𝑖 = u (𝑡) is the exact solution; 

𝑏(u,v), 𝑐(u,v) possible work of inertial and damping forces; 

𝑢0, 𝑢1 — initial values of displacement and speed; 

the rest of the notation is the same as in the static problem. 

 

A method for solving a dynamic problem is implemented, which consists in combining FEM 

with decomposition in terms of natural vibrations. 

The solution of the system of equations (4.6) is sought in the form: 

( )
=

=
N

i

iih ,tuu
1

      (4.7) 

where и𝑖 = u (𝑡) are scalar functions; 

𝜇𝑖 - the basis functions of the corresponding static problem. 
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Substituting formula (4.6) in (4.7) and j (j=1.......N) instead of v, we obtain a system of 

ordinary differential equations: 

𝑀
𝑑2𝑥(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡2 + 𝐶
𝑑𝑥(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
+ 𝐾𝑥(𝑡) = 𝑃(𝑡),     (4.8) 

where х(t), x0, x1 are vectors with elements X1(t)=ui(t), X1(0) = LiU0, X1(1)=LiU1, 

M and С are mass and damping matrices with elements тi,j=b(i, j), ci,j = c(i, j). 

 

In addition to the diagonal mass matrix, a consistent mass matrix can also be used, the 

elements of which are calculated based on the FEM basis functions. 

The stiffness matrix K and the load vector P(t) are determined as for a static problem. This 

method is known as a semi-discrete approximation. Its error (the difference between U и Uh) in 

terms of potential and kinetic energy is estimated both in joint and incompatible cases by a value 

proportional to h. 

We solve the system (4.8) by the method of decomposition in terms of the eigenmodes. Let 

 𝜆𝑖, 𝜙𝑖 be the solution to the eigenvalue problem: 

К 𝜙 = 𝜆𝑀𝜙      (4.9) 

 

The eigenvalue problem (4.9) is solved by the subspace iteration method. 

Setting in (4.8) 𝒙(𝒕) = ∑ 𝒚𝒊(𝒕)𝝓𝒊
𝑵
𝒊=𝟎 , from the orthogonality of the functions ji we obtain 

(under certain assumptions about the matrix C) that the system (4.8) splits into independent 

equations for 𝒚𝒊(𝒕): 

𝑑2

𝑑𝑡2
𝑦𝑖(𝑡) + 2𝜉𝑖𝜔𝑖

𝑑

𝑑𝑡
𝑦𝑖(𝑡) + 𝜔𝑖

2𝑦𝑖(𝑡) = 𝑃𝑖(𝑡),   𝑡 > 0, 

𝑦𝑖(0) = 𝑦𝑖
0,  

𝑑𝑦𝑖

𝑑𝑡
(0) = 𝑦𝑖,

1     (4.10) 

where 𝜔 = 𝜆𝑖
−0.5,   0 < 𝜉𝑖 < 1,   𝑃𝑖(𝑡) =< 𝑃(𝑡), 𝜙𝑖 >,  𝑦𝑖

0 =< 𝑥0,  𝑀𝜙𝑖 >,   

𝑦1 =< 𝑥1,  𝑀𝜙𝑖 > 

 

The solution of equation (4.10) has the form: 

𝑦𝑖 = 𝑒−𝜉𝑖𝜔𝑖𝑡(
𝑦𝑖

1 + 𝑦𝑖
0𝜉𝑖𝜔𝑖

𝑤𝑖
𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜛𝑖 𝑡 + 𝑦𝑖

0 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜛𝑖 𝑡) +
1

𝜛𝑖
∫ 𝑃𝑖

𝑡

0

(𝜏)−𝜉𝑖𝜔𝑖(𝑡−𝜏) 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜛𝑖 (𝑡 − 𝜏)𝑑𝜏, 

where 𝜛𝑖 = 𝜔𝑖√1 − 𝜉𝑖
2 

The vectors of inertial forces 𝑆𝑖(𝑡) are calculated by the formula: 𝑆𝑖(𝑡) = 𝜔𝑖
2𝑦𝑖

(𝑡)𝑀𝜙𝑖 . 

The calculations use the quantities expressed by the formula: 𝑆𝑖,0 =𝑡

𝑚𝑎𝑥{|𝜔𝑖
2𝑦𝑖(𝑡)|}

.  

Wherein: 

1. For wind load: 

𝑺𝒊,𝟎 = 𝒘н𝜸𝒊, 

where 𝑤н — is the standard value of the wind load; 

i — is the dynamism coefficient depending on i, i and wind speed. 

2. For seismic load: 

𝑺𝒊,𝟎 = 𝑨𝜷𝒊, 
where А — is the relative value of acceleration; 

i is the dynamic coefficient depending on i and i. 
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3. For impulse and impact action (𝑡0 ≤ 2. 5
2𝜋

𝜔𝑖
): 

𝑺𝒊,𝟎 = 𝜺𝒊𝑷𝒊𝝍,
 

where i, depends on 𝑡0, i;  

𝑡0 is the duration of the impulse; 

 — considers the frequency of the load; 

𝑃𝑖 = {
∫ 𝑃𝑖(𝜏)𝑑𝜏 — for impulse,

𝑡0

0

М0𝜈0(1 + 𝜈) — for impact;

 

where М0, 𝜈0 — are the mass and velocity of the striking body; 

  is the recovery factor for the shape of the colliding bodies. 

The coefficient  depends on whether the oscillations are steady (𝑛 >
𝜋

4𝜉1
) or non-stationary 

(𝑛 <
𝜋

4𝜉1
), where n — number of repetitions. 

4. For harmonic action 𝑃𝑖,1 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 𝑡 + 𝑃𝑖,2 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 𝑡 the total inertial forces S1 и S2, over all forms 

are calculated, corresponding to the cosine (real) and sinusoidal (imaginary) components: 

𝑆1 = ∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑀𝜙𝑖 ,  

𝑖

𝑆2 = ∑ 𝑏𝑖𝑀𝜙𝑖 

𝑖

, 

where ,
PP

b,
PP

a
iii

ii,ii,i

i

iii

ii,ii,i

i 222

12

222

21









+

+
=

+

−
= 𝛼𝑖 =

𝜃

𝜔𝑖
,  𝜒𝑖 = 1 − 𝛼𝑖

2. 

Then 𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∑ 𝑆𝑖(𝑡)𝑖 = √𝑆1
2 + 𝑆2

2. 

 

In the variants of actions listed above, it is possible to accurately calculate Y1(t). In other 

cases, solutions Y1(t) are found numerically. 

In particular, when calculating the seismic load on the accelerogram at each time 𝑡𝑘 the vector 

𝑃𝑘=P(𝑡𝑘) is set. Then in (4.10) we have 𝑃i,k=P𝑖(𝑡𝑘). Further, equations (4.10) are solved by the 

finite difference method according to the Newmark scheme. We get the values of displacements 

𝑌1,k=Y1(𝑡𝑘) and inertial forces 𝑆i,k=S𝑖(𝑡𝑘), which are used to calculate: 

𝑆𝑖,0 =
𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑘{|𝜔𝑖
2𝑦𝑖(𝑡𝑘)|} 

 

Considering the seismic impact, SP LIRA 10 allows to apply the response spectrum method. 

The aim is to calculate the values of piece linear function S0(ω) for a given function S0(𝜔𝑖) by linear 

interpolation method. The function S0(ω) can be represented by graphs of the spectra of 

accelerations, velocities or displacements. 

 

The following modules for calculating dynamic effects have been implemented: 

• (27) Seismic action according to single-component accelerogram; 

• (29) Seismic impact by ternary accelerogram; 

• (30) Seismic action according to SNiP II-7-81* edition from 01.01.1996 (Russian 

Federation); 

• (31) Seismic action according to SP 31-114-2004 (Russian Federation); 

• (32) Seismic action according to CHPA II-6.02-2006 (Republic of Armenia); 

• (33) Seismic action according to KMK 2.01.03-96 edition from 01.04.2004 (Uzbekistan); 

mk:@MSITStore:C:/PROGRA~1/LIRASO~1/Lira10.12/bin64/en/PRIDEH~1.CHM::/Loading/LCT_DYN_SEISMICS.htm#_27__Seismic_action_according_to_single-component_accelerogram
mk:@MSITStore:C:/PROGRA~1/LIRASO~1/Lira10.12/bin64/en/PRIDEH~1.CHM::/Loading/LCT_DYN_SEISMICS.htm#_29__Seismic_impact_by_ternary_accelerogram
mk:@MSITStore:C:/PROGRA~1/LIRASO~1/Lira10.12/bin64/en/PRIDEH~1.CHM::/Loading/LCT_DYN_SEISMICS.htm#_30__Seismic_action_according_to_SNIP_II-7-81__edition_from_01.01.1996__Russian_Federation_
mk:@MSITStore:C:/PROGRA~1/LIRASO~1/Lira10.12/bin64/en/PRIDEH~1.CHM::/Loading/LCT_DYN_SEISMICS.htm#_30__Seismic_action_according_to_SNIP_II-7-81__edition_from_01.01.1996__Russian_Federation_
mk:@MSITStore:C:/PROGRA~1/LIRASO~1/Lira10.12/bin64/en/PRIDEH~1.CHM::/Loading/LCT_DYN_SEISMICS.htm#_31__Seismic_action_according_to_SP_31-114-2004__Russian_Federation_
mk:@MSITStore:C:/PROGRA~1/LIRASO~1/Lira10.12/bin64/en/PRIDEH~1.CHM::/Loading/LCT_DYN_SEISMICS.htm#_32__Seismic_action_according_to_SNRA_II-6.02-2006__Armenia_
mk:@MSITStore:C:/PROGRA~1/LIRASO~1/Lira10.12/bin64/en/PRIDEH~1.CHM::/Loading/LCT_DYN_SEISMICS.htm#_33__Seismic_action_according_to_КМК_2.01.03-96_edition_from_01.04.2004__Uzbekistan
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• (34) Seismic action according to MGSN 4.19-05 (GSN Moscow); 

• (35) Seismic action according to SNIP II-7-81* publication 01.01.2000 (Russian 

Federation); 

• (36) Seismic action according to DBN V.1.1-12:2014 (Ukraine); 

• (37) Seismic action according to DBN V.1.1-12:2014, annex F (Ukraine); 

• (38) Seismic action according to SNIP II-7-81* publication 01.01.2000 considering torsion 

(Russian Federation); 

• (39) Seismic action according to TGN 2.01.08-99 (Turkmenistan); 

• (41) Seismic action according to response spectrum of one mass oscillator; 

• (42) Seismic action according to IBC-2012: ASCE 7-10 (USA); 

• (43) Seismic action according to SNIP PK 2.03-30-2006 (Kazakhstan); 

• (44) Seismic action according to EN 1998-1 : 2004 (Eurocode 8); 

• (45) Seismic action according to RPA 99 / Version 2003 (Algeria); 

• (46) Seismic action according to DBN V.1.1-12:2014, annex J (Ukraine); 

• (47) Seismic action according to NP-031-01 (Russian Federation); 

• (48) Seismic action according to MCS CT 22-07-2007 (Tajikistan); 

• (49) Seismic action according to DBN V.2.2-24:2009 (Ukraine); 

• (50) Seismic action according to AzDTN 2.3-2010 (Azerbaijan) with revisions from 

01.01.2014 г.; 

• (51) Seismic action according to SP 14.13330.2014 (Russian Federation); 

• (52) Seismic action according to Turkish Earthquake Code 2007 (Turkey); 

• (53) Seismic action according to PN 01.01-09 (Georgia); 

• (54) Seismic action according to IS 1893 (Part 1): 2002 [2007](India); 

• (55) Seismic action according to STO NIU MGSU 2015 (Russian Federation); 

• (56) Seismic action according to SI 413 Am.3 from 09.2009 (Israel); 

• (57) Seismic action according to IRANIAN CODE. Standart No.2800. 3-rd Edition.2007 

(Iran); 

• (58) Seismic action according to SNiP KR 20-02:2009 (Kyrgyz Republic); 

• (59) Seismic action according to SP RK 2.03-30-2017 (Kazakhstan); 

• (60) Seismic impact by graphs of dynamic factor; 

• (61) Seismic action according to SP 14.13330.2018 (Russian Federation); 

• (62) Seismic action according to SP 268.1325800.2016 (Russian Federation); 

• (63) Seismic action according to SP 267.1325800.2016 (Russian Federation); 

• (64) Seismic action according to SN KR 20-02:2018 (Kyrgyz Republic); 

• (65) Seismic action according to SP with revision #1 (Russian Federation); 

• (21) Pulsation component of wind action according to SNiP 2.01.07-85*; 

• (25) Pulsation component of wind action according to SP 20.13330.2011 (SP 

20.13330.2016); 

• (22) Impulse Action; 

• (23) Impact Action; 

• (24) Harmonic Action; 

• (28) Harmonic impact considering frequency zones; 

• (100) Modal Analysis.. 

mk:@MSITStore:C:/PROGRA~1/LIRASO~1/Lira10.12/bin64/en/PRIDEH~1.CHM::/Loading/LCT_DYN_SEISMICS.htm#_34__Seismic_action_according_to_MGSN_4.19-05__GOS_Moscow_
mk:@MSITStore:C:/PROGRA~1/LIRASO~1/Lira10.12/bin64/en/PRIDEH~1.CHM::/Loading/LCT_DYN_SEISMICS.htm#_35__Seismic_action_according_to_SNIP_II-7-81__edition_from_01.01.2000__Russian_Federation_
mk:@MSITStore:C:/PROGRA~1/LIRASO~1/Lira10.12/bin64/en/PRIDEH~1.CHM::/Loading/LCT_DYN_SEISMICS.htm#_35__Seismic_action_according_to_SNIP_II-7-81__edition_from_01.01.2000__Russian_Federation_
mk:@MSITStore:C:/PROGRA~1/LIRASO~1/Lira10.12/bin64/en/PRIDEH~1.CHM::/Loading/LCT_DYN_SEISMICS.htm#_36__Seismic_action_according_to_DBN_V.1.1-12:2006__Ukraine_
mk:@MSITStore:C:/PROGRA~1/LIRASO~1/Lira10.12/bin64/en/PRIDEH~1.CHM::/Loading/LCT_DYN_SEISMICS.htm#_37__Seismic_action_according_to_DBN_V.1.1-12:2014__annex_F__Ukraine_
mk:@MSITStore:C:/PROGRA~1/LIRASO~1/Lira10.12/bin64/en/PRIDEH~1.CHM::/Loading/LCT_DYN_SEISMICS.htm#_38__Seismic_action_according_to_SNiP_II-7-81__edition_from_01.01.2000_considering_torsion__Russian_Federation_
mk:@MSITStore:C:/PROGRA~1/LIRASO~1/Lira10.12/bin64/en/PRIDEH~1.CHM::/Loading/LCT_DYN_SEISMICS.htm#_38__Seismic_action_according_to_SNiP_II-7-81__edition_from_01.01.2000_considering_torsion__Russian_Federation_
mk:@MSITStore:C:/PROGRA~1/LIRASO~1/Lira10.12/bin64/en/PRIDEH~1.CHM::/Loading/LCT_DYN_SEISMICS.htm#_39__Seismic_action_according_to_TGN_2.01.08-99__Turkmenistan_
mk:@MSITStore:C:/PROGRA~1/LIRASO~1/Lira10.12/bin64/en/PRIDEH~1.CHM::/Loading/LCT_DYN_SEISMICS.htm#_41__Seismic_according_to_reaction_spectrum_of_single-mass_oscillator
mk:@MSITStore:C:/PROGRA~1/LIRASO~1/Lira10.12/bin64/en/PRIDEH~1.CHM::/Loading/LCT_DYN_SEISMICS.htm#__42__Seismic_action_according_to_IBC-2012_ASCE_7-10__USA_
mk:@MSITStore:C:/PROGRA~1/LIRASO~1/Lira10.12/bin64/en/PRIDEH~1.CHM::/Loading/LCT_DYN_SEISMICS.htm#_43__Seismic_action_according_to_SNiP_RK_2.03-30-2006__Kazakhstan_
mk:@MSITStore:C:/PROGRA~1/LIRASO~1/Lira10.12/bin64/en/PRIDEH~1.CHM::/Loading/LCT_DYN_SEISMICS.htm#_44__Seismic_action_according_to_EN_1998-1:_2004
mk:@MSITStore:C:/PROGRA~1/LIRASO~1/Lira10.12/bin64/en/PRIDEH~1.CHM::/Loading/LCT_DYN_SEISMICS.htm#_45__Seismic_action_according_to_RPA_99___Version_2003__Algeria_
mk:@MSITStore:C:/PROGRA~1/LIRASO~1/Lira10.12/bin64/en/PRIDEH~1.CHM::/Loading/LCT_DYN_SEISMICS.htm#_46__Seismic_action_according_to_DBN_V.1.1-12:2014__annex_J__Ukraine_
mk:@MSITStore:C:/PROGRA~1/LIRASO~1/Lira10.12/bin64/en/PRIDEH~1.CHM::/Loading/LCT_DYN_SEISMICS.htm#__47__Seismic_action_according_to_NP-031-01__Russian_Federation_
mk:@MSITStore:C:/PROGRA~1/LIRASO~1/Lira10.12/bin64/en/PRIDEH~1.CHM::/Loading/LCT_DYN_SEISMICS.htm#__48__Seismic_action_according_to_MCS_CT_22-07:2007__Tajikistan_
mk:@MSITStore:C:/PROGRA~1/LIRASO~1/Lira10.12/bin64/en/PRIDEH~1.CHM::/Loading/LCT_DYN_SEISMICS.htm#__49__Seismic_action_according_to_DBN_V.2.2-24:2009__Ukraine_
mk:@MSITStore:C:/PROGRA~1/LIRASO~1/Lira10.12/bin64/en/PRIDEH~1.CHM::/Loading/LCT_DYN_SEISMICS.htm#_50__Seismic_action_according_to_AzDTN_2.3-2010__Azerbaijan_
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For problems with harmonic effects, it is possible to obtain frequency response function 

(FRF) from the components of displacements in nodes in the calculation results (see Chapter 3). 

FRF is the dependence of the amplitude component of the result obtained (in this case, 

displacements) on the frequency of the disturbance. 

 

 

4.2.1 Condensation of Masses 

 

It's used for structures with widely differing stiffness properties (metal superstructures over 

reinforced concrete buildings, rather pliable ceilings, etc.) a mass condensation mechanism has been 

implemented. During condensation of masses you have to specify elements which will transfer 

mass, and nodes to which gathered mass will be transferred. Condensation of masses helps to 

eliminate natural vibration modes with participation factor close to zero. 

 

 

4.2.2 Response Spectrum 

 

If it is necessary to perform a seismic calculation of the equipment installed in a building, the 

so-called floor-by-floor accelerograms and floor-by-floor response spectra are used. After the 

calculation of a building or structure for seismic impact, the laws of vibrations are obtained for the 

equipment attachment points - usually accelerograms. They can be directly used for calculation of 

equipment by direct integration or by calculation modules for earthquake accelerograms. If it is 

necessary to calculate according to the spectral theory of seismic resistance, then floor-by-floor 

response spectra from floor-by-floor accelerograms are calculated with the further possibility of 

using the obtained response spectra in 41 dynamics modules. Floor-by-floor response spectra are 

built for 27 and 29 dynamics modules and for direct integration of the equations of motion. 
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4.3 STABILITY PROBLEMS 

 

Stability problems are closely related to geometrically nonlinear problems. When applying the 

stepwise method, the stability of the structure means the positive definiteness of the matrix of the 

linearized system of equations. The condition for the positive definiteness of a symmetric matrix, 

according to the Sylvester criterion, is the positivity of all its principal minors, which is checked in 

the course of eliminating unknowns by the Gauss method. This approach makes it possible to study 

stability while simultaneously taking into account geometric and physical nonlinearities. The 

described method for studying stability is called the stability of the deformed scheme. 

For many problems, it is sufficient to study the stability of an undeformed circuit. In SP LIRA 

10, it is possible to assess the stability of a structure assuming its elastic operation. The main task of 

stability analysis is to determine the value of the critical parameter of structural stability loss - λ (the 

physical meaning of the critical parameter of stability loss is that if the load acting on the structure 

is increased by λ times, then the system will lose stability). 

The variant of structural stability assessment implemented in SP LIRA 10 assumes that the 

distribution of internal forces / stresses 𝜎0 is known from the solution of a linear static problem and 

all external forces 𝐹0 applied to the system (and, consequently, internal forces / stresses) grow in 

proportion to the same parameter λ . It is required to determine such a value of the numerical 

parameter λ that under external forces (𝜆 ⋅ 𝐹0) there would be a loss of stability. 

The problem of determining the critical forces and the corresponding forms of buckling 

admits the following variational formulation. Find the displacements u≠0 and the number λ such 

that for all admissible displacements v the equality: 

𝑎(𝑢, 𝑣) = 𝜆 ⋅ 𝑑(𝑢, 𝑣),     (4.11) 

where 𝑑(𝑢, 𝑣) — possible work of forces/stresses for a given distribution 𝜎0. 

 

Possible work 𝑑(𝑢, 𝑣) can take into account not only tension-compression forces, but also 

other components of the stress-strain state (moments, shear forces) [4.2]. 

Denoting D the matrix with elements 𝑑𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑑(𝜇𝑖, 𝜇𝑗), we obtain from (4.11) the eigenvalue 

problem for the matrix pencil: 

𝐾𝑋 = 𝜆𝐷𝑋,      (4.12) 

where 𝐾 stiffness matrix of the calculation scheme; 

𝑋 are eigenvectors (here, buckling forms). 

 

The FEM error in the stability problem for critical forces and their corresponding forms of 

buckling is proportional ℎ
𝜏
. 

For the solution of problem (4.10), the method of subspace iteration (QR-method) is used, as 

in calculating the frequencies and forms of natural vibrations in problems of dynamics. It enables to 

determine not only the first, but also the highest forms of buckling and the corresponding critical 

loads. In this version, no more than ten forms are allowed.  
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On the user`s request, two calculation options can be performed: 

• Euler classical calculation of stability, when only longitudinal forces in rods and 

membrane forces in shells are taken into account when compiling matrix D; 

• calculation of stability considering torsional-flexural forms, when all efforts are taken into 

account when compiling matrix D. 

 

The calculation is implemented in the elastic stage. The force values in the circuit elements 

have already been calculated using a linear processor. When performing stability analysis, it is 

assumed that these values are expressed in terms of the critical load factor: 

𝑃к𝑝,𝑖 = 𝜆𝑖 ⋅ 𝑃𝑖, 𝑁к𝑝,𝑖𝑗 = 𝜆𝑖 ⋅ 𝑁𝑖𝑗,     (4.13) 

where 𝑖 is the load number; 

𝑗 — the number of the element in the scheme; 

𝑃𝑖 — the total load in the i-th load case; 

𝑃к𝑝,𝑖 — the critical load in the i-th load case; 

𝑁𝑖𝑗 — forces in the j-th element in the i-th load case; 

𝑁к𝑝,𝑖𝑗 — the critical loads in the j -th element in the i -th load; 

𝜆𝑖 — critical buckling factor (stability coefficient). 

 

In the process of calculation, for each load case, the first few forms of buckling and the 

corresponding stability factors are determined. In SP LIRA 10, stability analysis can be performed 

for: 

• static loading; 

• design combination of loads (with no dynamic load cases); 

• stage of the structure erection. 

 

Consequently, the stability factors 𝜆𝑖, the first forms of buckling and the effective length 

factors for the bar elements are calculated based on the overall stability, according to the following 

formulas: 

𝜇𝑦,𝑖𝑗 =
𝜋

𝑙𝑗
⋅ √

𝐸𝐽𝑦,𝑗

𝑁кр,𝑖𝑗
,   𝜇𝑧,𝑖𝑗 =

𝜋

𝑙𝑗
⋅ √

𝐸𝐽𝑧,𝑗

𝑁кр,𝑖𝑗
,    (4.14) 

where 𝜇𝑦,𝑖𝑗, 𝜇𝑧,𝑖𝑗 — effective length factors of the 𝑗-th bar, respectively, in the X1oZ1, 

X1oY1 planes for the i -th load case; 

𝐸𝐽𝑦,𝑗, 𝐸𝐽𝑧,𝑗 — are the bending stiffnesses of the j-th bar in the planes X1oZ1, X1oY1 

respectively; 

𝑁кр,𝑖𝑗 = 𝜆𝑖 ⋅ 𝑁𝑖𝑗 — critical axial compression force in the j-th bar for the i-th load case; 

𝜆𝑖 — the stability factor for the i-th load case; 

𝑙𝑗 — the length of the j-th rod. 
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4.4 CONSIDERATION OF WARPING FOR THE 7-TH TYPE BAR 

 

When solving problems with warping, the 7th attribute of the scheme in the project 

parameters must be selected. In this case, it enables to assign the 7th type to the bars. For such 

elements, or their nodes, the assignment of hinges, network matching, combination of 

displacements, warping, loads in the form of bimoments becomes available (see Chapter 2). 

Theoretical foundations for considering warping when solving a problem using the finite element 

method are given in Chapter 18. 

When solving problems taking into account the warping of the bars, to determine the stresses 

at all points of the section, it is necessary to know the components of internal St. Venant torsion 

moment Mxt, and internal warping torsional moment Mxw. These are the components into which the 

total external torsion moment Mx = Mxt + Mxw. Internal warping torsional moment and internal St. 

Venant torsion moment in an analytical form are found from dependencies: 

wxw EJ
dx

d
M −=

3

3
 (4.15) 

dx

d
GJM xxt


=  (4.16) 

 

where θ(x) — is the rotation angle of the section in its plane; 

EJw — sectorial stiffness of the section; 

GJx — rotational stiffness of the section; 

x — the axis directed along the rod. 

Starting with SP LIRA 10.12, it became possible to obtain diagrams of these torsion 

components (Mxt и Mxw), considering warping (FE 7 type). Corresponding diagrams or mosaics can 

be displayed in the results for bars. 

 

 

4.5 EDITING THE RIGIDITY MATRIX FOR PLATES AND RODS 

 

When solving problems by the finite element method, a stiffness matrix is formed in the rods, 

which in the general case consists of: 

• axial component:  

K_EF = 
A

dydzzyE ),( , 

where A is the total cross-sectional area of the rod; 

E (y, z) — the modulus of elasticity of the elementary area at the point (y, z). 

It designates longitudinal deformations from longitudinal forces.  

• bending component around Y axis: 

K_EIy =  −
A

c dydzzzzyE 2)(),( , 

where A is the total cross-sectional area of the rod; 

E (y, z) — the modulus of elasticity of the elementary area at the point (y, z); 

zc — the coordinate of the section stiffness center along the Z axis.  

It designates deformation due to torque around the local Y axis. 
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• bending component around Z axis: 

K_EIz =  −
A

c dydzyyzyE 2)(),( , 

where A is the total cross-sectional area of the rod; 

E (y, z) — the modulus of elasticity of the elementary area at the point (y, z); 

yc — the coordinate of the center of rigidity of the section along the Y axis. 

It designates deformation due to torque around the local Z axis. 

• shear component K_GAy depends on the distribution of the shear area along the local axis 

of the bar Y and the modulus of elasticity, determines the shear deformation of the bar from the 

shear force Qy.  

• shear component K_GAz depends on the distribution of the shear area along the local axis 

of the bar Z and the modulus of elasticity, determines the shear deformation of the bar from the 

shear force Qz. 

• torsional component K_EIx determines the torsional deformation of the bar from the torque 

Mx (for the 7th type bar from Mxt). 

• warping component K_EIw determines bar warping from bimoment Mw (for bar type 7). 

 

In SP LIRA 10.12, for almost all bar linear sections, it is possible to assign stiffness reduction 

coefficients in Cross Sections/Stiffnesses (see section 2.13). The initial bar matrix multiplied by 

the coefficient entered to its components will be used in the calculation. 

 

For an isotropic plate with thickness h, the stiffness matrix generally consists of the 

membrane, bending, and shear components. 

 

Membrane stiffness matrix for plate: 

















=

















hsymmsymm

hsymm

hh

Dxyxysymmsymm

Dyyyysymm

DxxyyDxxxx

..

0.

0

..

0.

0

 (4.17) 

 

where Dxxxx designates the property of the plate to deform in the direction of the force Nx 

from the applied force Nx; 

Dyyyy — designates the property of the plate to deform in the direction of the force Ny from 

the applied force Ny; 

Dxxyy — the property of the plate to deform in the direction of the force Nx from the applied 

force Ny and in the direction of the force Ny from the applied force Nx (deformation, which is 

caused by the presence of a non-zero Poisson's ratio); 

Dxyxy — designates the shear deformation of the plate from the force Txy. 
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Bending stiffness matrix for plate: 























=

















12
..

0
12

.

0
1212

..

0.

0

3

3

33

h
symmsymm

h
symm

hh

Kxyxysymmsymm

Kyyyysymm

KxxyyKxxxx

 (4.18) 

 

where Kxxxx — designates he property of the plate to deform in the direction of the force Mx 

(around the local axis of the element Y) from the applied force Mx; 

Kyyyy — designates the property of the plate to deform in the direction of the action of the 

force My (around the local axis of the element X) from the applied force My; 

Kxxyy — designates the property of the plate to deform in the direction of the force Mx from 

the applied force My and in the direction of the force My from the applied force Mx (deformation, 

which is caused by the presence of a non-zero Poisson's ratio); 

Kxyxy — designates the deformation of the "twisting" of the plate from the force Mxy. 

 

Shear stiffness matrix for plate: 

















=








6

5
0

0
6

5

0

0

h

h

Hyzyz

Hxzxz
 (4.19) 

 

where Hxzxz — designates designates the shift of the plate in the XOZ plane of the local 

element stress equalization system from the application of shear forces Qx; 

Hyzyz — designates the shift of the plate in the YOZ plane of the local element stress 

equalization system from the application of shear forces Qy. 

 

In SP LIRA 10.12 for linear plates it is possible to assign stiffness reduction coefficients in 

Cross Sections/Stiffnesses (see section 2.13). In this case, the initial matrix of the plate multiplied 

by the coefficient introduced to its components will be used in the calculation. 


